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Executive Summary 

 
Mary Kay, as an international beauty company, connects buyers and sellers around the 

world, while maintaining their image as a company for empowering women. Mary Kay focuses 
on enriching the lives of women through products and was built by a woman for women. The 
brand, recently, has wanted to reimagine, reinvent, and revolutionize the Mary Kay personal 
beauty experience by increasing the number of Mary Kay IBCs and sales among ages 18-24. 

Mary Kay has reached out to the group to help increase their awareness, sales and 
number of IBCs among ages 18-24. With this, the group has created a marketing campaign, Have 
It All with Mary Kay. 

The main idea of this campaign is to have affordable, high quality skincare and cosmetic 
products. Mary Kay has all sorts of products that cater to the consumer’s every need, allowing 
them to Have It All. The Have It All with Mary Kay campaign focuses on two specific target 
markets: Middle-income 18-24 females and females ages 40-55 who have daughters ages 18-24. 

According to the survey, 40% of the participants believe that Mary Kay is a brand that 
sells makeup to older women and is old-fashioned. Thus, the group’s goal is to increase 
awareness of Mary Kay among 18-24 females through media and social marketing, which will 
promote both skincare and cosmetic products using different form of media. The group also 
hopes to increase direct marketing by increasing the connection between IBCs and customers, 
creating a bond between the two.  

The campaign goal is to promote Mary Kay’s lifelong relationships through IBCs and 
natural beauty among females ages 18-24. The campaign also wants to promote self-confidence 
through makeup and skincare products by letting women feel beautiful and being able to love the 
way you look.  
 

Situation Analysis 
PEST Analysis 

Political/Legal/Regulatory Issues: 
Legal issues have an impact on the skincare and color cosmetics industry. Anti-aging 

claims increased after legal action was lodged against L’Oréal’s Genifique products in 
September 2012. Before that, Avon and Estee Lauder were facing similar actions and suits 
involving anti-aging claims as they continue to be filed. Another issue is that in 2009, the FDA 
challenged companies on their products, saying a product is natural when it’s not, or hiding 
ingredients in a different name (evaporated cane juice = sugar). Going along with the FDA, they 
also do not have to approve cosmetic products in order for them to be sold; with this, if 
companies are using harmful ingredients in their products, legal action could be taken against 
them.i 

 
Economic Trends: 

Economic trends, both good and bad, can impact the skincare and cosmetics industry as a 
whole. According to a 2015 report from TABS Analytics, Millennial women ages 18 to 34 are 
the heaviest buyers of beauty products in the $13 billion cosmetics industry. “Millennials are 
twice as likely to be heavy buyers and account for 47% of all heavy buyers.” iiAlso, skin care is 
growing fast among Millennials ages 18-24 and expected to have revenue of almost $11 billion 
by 2018.iii Global cosmetics market is expected to garner $429.8 billion by 2022, registering a 
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CAGR of 4.3% during the forecast period 2016-2022. With this, the U.S. make-up market is 
expected to maintain positive growth through 2018, with an anticipated compound annual growth 
rate of 3.8% for the five-year period of 2013-2018. Skincare is the largest category in the 
cosmetics industry, accounting for nearly 35.3% of the global market in 2014. The products in 
the global skincare segment create a $121 billion industry.iv In general, Millennials have invested 
in human capital more than previous generations and have been reluctant to buy luxury goods.v 

 
Social/Cultural/Demographic Trends: 

Social, cultural, and demographic trends impact the company as a whole. The trend of 
organic products & products produced in a sustainable (environmentally conscious) manner 
among millennials is growing. Certainly, a niche market for many years, but greater availability 
of information about the benefits - personal or global - are driving increased growth.vi Cosmetic 
and skin care companies also try to accommodate Millennials’ active lifestyles and expectations 
for immediate fulfilment which cause a drive-in growth in on-the-go, portable products. Along 
with this, animal testing is becoming more of a controversial issue in the cosmetics industry, so 
many consumers want a brand or a product that is against this. “Organic products & products 
produced in a sustainable (environmentally conscious) manner. Certainly, a niche market for 
many years, but greater availability of information about the benefits - personal or global - are 
driving increased growth.” vii In general, Millennials are now the largest living generation in the 
United States and are more likely to be living in their parents’ home than in any other living 
arrangement.viii 

 
Technological Trends: 

With today’s technological trends, many Millennials follow celebrities like Kylie Jenner, 
with 45.4 million followers on Instagram and NikkieTutorials with over 8 million followers. 
Many Millennials also watch makeup tutorials on the internet and are very loyal to YouTubers 
that focus on makeup, with almost 10,000 views on makeup videos. For consumers, seeing a 
blogger or celebrity post about a product on social media feels more genuine than a million-
dollar ad campaign- People are so passionate about these brands — especially makeup artists that 
are on Instagram promoting on their own time. ixA recent study by Fung Global Retail & Tech 
found that in 2015, the industry saw $6.2 billion (nearly 8 percent) of its sales occur online 
because of how quick Millennials can click on a sponsored post and find information about a 
product. xAlmost all major beauty companies such as Sephora and Avon have Instagram, 
Twitter, and Snapchat accounts that they update regularly. This gives consumers the opportunity 
to look at new products and what’s trending.xi 

 
PORTER Analysis 

Power of Suppliers: (Moderate)  
A majority of the ingredients the cosmetic industry utilizes in their products are easily 

accessible, not only in the beauty community, but also in the daily lives of consumers. Some 
skincare includes flaxseed extract and sea kelp, which are not difficult to acquire. This, therefore, 
limits the amount of control the suppliers possess due to the commonality of the materials. Some 
of the more expensive skincare products include more diverse ingredients, including kakadu 
plum extract and camu extract; which are not only more difficult to come by, but also provide a 
multitude of hydrating benefits. This more limited access grants the suppliers more power in the 
market, increasing the price of these coveted products. 
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Power of Customers: (High) 

Independent research firm Brand Keys ranked Mary Kay as #1 in customer loyalty on the 
Engagement Index in 2011. Mary Kay appeals to customers in their 20’s trying to look natural 
and to women in their 50’s trying to stop aging, giving Mary Kay customers that will stay with 
them for the majority of their lives because of positive results and brand loyalty. Mary Kay 
believes the brand loyalty comes from the reliability of the product and the personalized services 
of the independent sales force. Brand loyalty amongst Millennials is very low, especially in the 
cosmetics industry. Research has shown that Millennial women are buying up to eight different 
brands when shopping in the cosmetics industry, and such limited loyalty is impacting how 
brands are marketing their products. Also, the spending amongst Millennials in the cosmetics 
industry is slightly higher than generations before them, giving companies more power to 
increase their prices for items that are worth the investment. 
 

Threats of New Entrants: Low 
The threat of new entrants in the skincare market is low. There are several reasons for 

this. The first one is developing unique cosmetic products requires a lot of resources both in 
terms of research and development and the actual manufacturing process. Few middle and small-
scale firms have access to the funds and expertise required to perform this effectively. Another 
factor which discourages entry into the cosmetic industry is the number of competitors present in 
the industry. In addition to the huge competitors such as Avon, Revlon, Clinique, Estee Lauder, 
LR, Mac and Unilever, who have a large market share, there are many other small-scale 
competitors who also have a small market share and who reduce the overall profitability of firms 
in the industry. 
 
Threat of Substitutes: Low 

The threat of substitutes in the skincare and makeup industry are low because there are 
not many products that can substitute them. The only way a large number of substitutes exist 
would be if prescribed acne medicine/lotions are not considered part of the skin care industry. 
Since it is difficult to develop/create the technology to produce an effective skin care product, 
(and one that is proven it works) there are not many substitutes. For Mary Kay, it should not be 
too difficult for them to adapt to any new customer trends/wants/demands. Mary Kay has already 
proven themselves as a proactive company by responding to a new skin care trend. They should 
be able to maintain the same proactivity in the future so they should not have to worry about 
much. 
 
 

Competitive Analysis 
Direct Competitors:  

Some of Mary Kay's direct competitors are Avon, L’Oréal, and Procter & Gamble.  Avon 
is one of Mary Kay’s top competitors in that they are calling for a younger crowd and overseas 
reps. They are trying to accomplish similar goals as Mary Kay is. Avon is one of the world’s top 
direct seller of cosmetics and beauty related items. Avon has over 6 million independent 
representatives worldwide. Although the company has been under fire for their poor customer 
service, their number of representatives helps this a lot. xiiL’Oréal is growing in strength as it 
keeps building onto their strong foundation. Being the world’s largest beauty products company, 
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L’Oréal is constantly creating newer and better products. Procter & Gamble is another top 
competitor in that they have a wide selection of brands within the company and focus a lot on 
building a better company along with increasing their innovation. 
 
Indirect Competitors: 

Some of Mary Kay’s indirect competitors include Uber and Lyft. These are two 
companies that are considered “side jobs.” Mary Kays IBC’s would be most likely doing this as a 
side job. It is very realistic that someone would prefer to get paid from driving people around 
rather than be an IBC. Both are very flexible on hours as well. In terms of the actual products, 
there are other alternatives. For example, for skin care, consumers could get plastic surgery to 
make them look younger. Cosmetics advocates could get permanent eyeliner or eyelash 
extensions. Another very common thing is eyebrow fillers instead of penciling them in every 
morning. There is much new technology in the field of artificial cosmetics that are indirect 
competitors to Mary Kay.  
 

Brand Personality Assessment 
 

When assessing a company’s brand, there are five main personalities that all other traits 
of a company fall into. The five personalities are: sincerity, excitement, competence, 
sophistication, and ruggedness. Mary Kay’s brand applies to sincerity, competence, 
sophistication, and excitement. 
 
Sincerity: 

This means that the company is honest, real, and friendly. The company must be trusted 
by the people that are going to buy their product. Mary Kay has a unique way of appealing to its 
customers with sincerity. Since they use IBC as a mean of selling their products, the customer 
knows that they are receiving the best treatment possible. In a survey based on what people know 
about or have heard about Mary Kay, 92% said Mary Kay is more of an honest company rather 
than dishonest. 
 
Competence: 

When talking about a brand’s competence, one is talking about a company that is reliable, 
confident, successful, and hardworking. Mary Kay’s brand is more than reliable. By selling their 
products through IBCs, Mary Kay delivers first-hand knowledge that the customer is getting a 
real and worthwhile product. In the survey based on what people know about or have heard about 
Mary Kay, 91% said Mary Kay is more of a reliable company rather than unreliable. The 
confident aspect of Mary Kay is probably one of its greatest brand personality. They display 
confidence with empowering women and showing that “I can” do anything I set my mind to. 
Mary Kay’s success can be seen through their parties and sales from IBCs. Finally, the IBCs 
should deliver the idea to the buyer that Mary Kay cares a lot about working hard and putting the 
effort in each and every sale. 
 
Sophistication: 

The sophistication aspect of a brand’s personality deals with how the company is upper 
class, good looking, and feminine. In the survey based on what people know about or have heard 
about Mary Kay, 54% said they see Mary Kay as an upper-class brand rather than lower class. 
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Mary Kay shows their good-looking aspect by simply portraying how their products look with 
models. The feminine trait of Mary Kay’s brand can easily be seen all throughout Mary Kay for 
example, incorporating pink all throughout their company and the packaging of their products. 
 
Excitement:  

The excitement aspect of a brand’s personality deals with how the company is spirited, 
up-to-date, and daring. Mary Kay has developed their brand into a very “fun” and “cool” 
company through their uniqueness of offering parties for their customers to buy their products. 
Although it might seem that Mary Kay’s brand is “outdated,” they are in sync with what is 
happening around them. For example, Mary Kay recognized that customers were interested in 
skin care so they had a major switch to go in depth with skin care products. Mary Kay is daring 
because they want to challenge women to be the best they can be. With slogans such as “I can,” 
they bring excitement to their customers. 
 

S.W.O.T Analysis 
Strengths: 

• MaryKay offers many forms of digital, education, and business tools, including the 
eCatalog, MaryKay myCustomersApp, and Virtual Makeover, and frequently updates 
their Instagram page (About 14 Posts per 2 weeks). 

• With the support, they give to supporting shelters for women, planting more than 1 
million trees in Russia, China, Mexico, Malaysia, and The United States, and the Mary 
Kay program, Beauty That Counts, Mary Kay works endlessly to make sure giving back 
to the world is a top priority.  

• Mary Kay is an established brand with strong values and a rich history that provides a 
variety of quality cosmetics and skin care. 

 
Weaknesses: 

• Mary Kay is not sold in stores, which reduces how many people will see it while 
shopping in stores. While online shopping is huge today, young girls do like to go to 
stores to test out both makeups and facial creams.xiii 

• Mary Kay is not used by Millennials ages 18-24 (average age of Mary Kay customer: 
42).xiv 

• Most IBCs are women at the age of 42, which is older than the desired target market.xv 
• Mary Kay is isolating itself from having male consumers with the slogan, “By Women 

for Women,” especially with the rise of acceptance towards the beauty community. xvi 
 

 
Opportunities: 

• The rise of the middle class in growing markets are opening doors for the cosmetic 
industry with most consumers demanding high quality and natural cosmetic products.xvii 

• Companies who are shifting to products that are catering to consumers changing lifestyle 
and that have easy accessible online portals are the leading marketing players. xviii 

• 82% of women believe that online shopping determines the trends of cosmetic use. The 
cosmetic industry is based on trends, and by using online portals, the industry will be able 
to spread their products like never before.xix 
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• The use of baby cosmetics, such as skin creams, is growing because of the new natural 
ingredients used.xx 

• Men's cosmetics is new and growing with 75% of men using skin care. xxi 
• According to a 2015 report from TABS Analytics, Millennial women ages 18 to 34 are 

the heaviest buyers of beauty products in the $13 billion cosmetics industry. 
• Skin care is growing fast among Millennials ages 18-24 and expected to have revenue of 

almost $11 billion by 2018. 
 

Threats:  
• Millennial girls age 18-24 are brand loyal to face washes and makeup they have always 

used. They don’t want to change their makeup or face cleanser because of the effects it 
will have on skin. 

• Young girls aren’t used to going to IBC parties for cosmetics, which could stray people 
away from wanting to go to the so-called “Beauty parties.”xxii 

• Beauty bloggers and celebrities have started their own brands (Such Kylie Lip Kits by 
Kylie Jenner). Their extensive knowledge about makeup and the teenage market increases 
their sales and produces more customer loyalty. 

 
Market Research 

Focus Group:  
The group conducted a private, in-person focus group relating to the topics of Mary Kay, 

makeup, skincare, and usage of all these. The focus group consisted of six 18-21-year-old college 
students who are females. 100% of the participants viewed taking care of their skin important. 
50% of the participants had said that skincare is important because it makes you feel better about 
yourself. 83% of the participants knew what an IBC was, would consider buying from an IBC, 
and would consider becoming an IBC if they knew the benefits. From this data, this shows 
positive reviews about the IBC technique used at Mary Kay. Along with this, 100% of the 
participants said being able to have someone help them choose their makeup and knowing what 
they need is helpful and enjoys this.  

When asked what the participants think when they hear, “Mary Kay,” 100% of them 
mentioned either older women or moms. This shows how Mary Kay, now, is perceived as an 
“Old Lady Brand.”  

What was very interesting about the focus group responses was that 83% of the 
participants said they would buy Mary Kay makeup if they saw a celebrity wearing it. This 
shows how the press and social networking is influential in today’s society, especially among 
female millennials.  

After sharing the Have It All campaign and hashtags with the participants, the majority of 
them did positively respond. The group also said they were intrigued in helping to understand 
Mary Kay as a brand more. Many of them seemed intrigued with Mary Kay as mentioned our 
media marketing techniques, campaign ideas, and helping create bonds between customers and 
sellers. 
 
Survey Information: 

The survey produced 2,399 respondents, 90.7% of which were 18-24-year-old females. 
These results directly pertain to the new target audience Mary Kay wants to cater to. It was 
determined that the primary target market should be narrowed, in order to connect more directly 
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with a particular group of consumers. Therefore, the data that was focused on was responses 
from 18-24-year-old females that were receiving or had received some college education. 

The beginning of the survey focused on demographics such as age, gender, and 
geographic location. A majority of the respondents were 18-24 Millennial females (90.7%), they 
lived all across the nation but there were heavier responses from residents of the Northeast (MA 
14.9%, NJ 5.7%, NY 8.7%) and Texas (4.6%). The survey then inquired how often the consumer 
used cosmetic products and how they utilized these products in their daily lives. For our target 
market 92.7% use cosmetic products with 64.5% wearing it during the weekdays and 66.9% 
wearing it during weekend nights or events. Next, how or why they bought their cosmetics and 
their loyalty to particular brands was questioned. 66.9% of 18-24-year-old respondents had never 
purchased a cosmetic item through an independent beauty consultant. Brand loyalty was also not 
important with 69.4% responding that their cosmetics are not from the same brand. The survey 
also questioned the general perception of Mary Kay as a brand and how likely consumers were to 
purchase through their methods of sale. Finally, levels of income and employment were 
questioned in order to help assist the researchers in determining which markets should be 
targeted. 

Of the completed survey research 56% of 18-24-year-old females had some sort of 
income periodically. 81.4% of this demographic are currently enrolled in either a private or 
public four-year college education, with 16.1% being enrolled in a community college.  

Of the target market 63% of respondents have heard of Mary Kay but have never 
purchased it. When responding to what they thought of the brand, old fashioned and overpriced 
were the highest-ranking responses among 18-24-year-old Millennial females. 63.9% responded 
that they had never purchased cosmetics from a beauty consultant. It is clear from these 
responses that Mary Kay’s brand personality needs to be adjusted so that the new target market 
perceives it as fresh and youthful, as well as feels comfortable purchasing items from a beauty 
consultant or attending a Mary Kay party (which 52.5% agree would be fun). 

Finally, while keeping up with the latest makeup trends it not important to the primary 
target market (with only 8.8% stating its absolute importance to them), the responses to the 
survey illustrate how makeup makes an 18-24-year-old female feel more confident (80.9%), 
more put together (87.6%) and more attractive (56.8%). These results are what drives the new 
campaign for a brand remodel, holding consistent with Mary Kay’s current values but revamping 
the brand in a way that will make the primary market feel confident and fresh.    
 

Target Market, Positioning, and Objectives 
Target Market: 
Primary Target Market:  

Mary Kay’s primary target market would be “Up and Comers” ages 25-44 who are 
college educated and are not married. They live in second tier-cities and are tech savvy. In 2015, 
about 90 percent of both men and women had completed high school or more. However, a higher 
percentage of women had completed at least some college. Sixty percent of women had some 
college. xxiii 
 
Characteristics and Traits of Primary Target Market:  

This is the primary target market because millennial women are more likely to have a 
bachelor’s degree or higher (36.2%) compared to men (28. 3%).xxivSome traits included in the 
primary target market would be living primarily in the south. San Antonio, TX was among one 
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of the cities with the top growth in population of 18-24 year olds enrolled in college over the last 
4 years. Austin, TX is also a growing city with 16.5 % growth in millennials going to college. 
xxvAlso, this female millennial has many social media apps and use to high media use during her 
days. 98% of 18-24 millennials own smartphones. Also, Millennials are far more likely to use 
online content to learn about beauty products than other generations, with 31% using YouTube, 
22% using Pinterest and 27% using social media other than Pinterest. The U.S. prestige beauty 
industry reached $16 billion in 2015, a seven percent increase over 2014 sales, with makeup at 
13 percent attributed largely to the generation’s love for the Instagram-driven trends. xxviThis 
target market also consists of people who love to wear makeup and spend a good amount of time 
getting ready before going somewhere. According to research, time spent during the beauty 
routine, skill level and willingness to experiment with products is higher for millennials than any 
other generation. xxviiThis is a part of this target market’s lifestyle and what they frequently do. 
With this data, this shows how female millennials care about their self-image and how they look 
frequently, especially when some of them are just going into college and coming out of college.  
 
Primary Target Market Familiarity: 

When Millennial females ages 18-24 were asked about Mary Kay in the survey 
conducted, 63% of survey participants said they have heard of Mary Kay, but have never used it. 
Although there was high brand familiarity, the 63% who did know of Mary Kay had not used the 
products. From the focus group conducted, 100% of the group had heard of Mary Kay and its 
cosmetics. 
 When survey participants were asked about Mary Kay’s skin care line, 68.2% have heard 
it, but have never bought or used it before. When asked about this in the focus group, only 50% 
of the group knew that Mary Kay had a skincare line. The group is confident the IMC plan will 
help Mary Kay be more familiar in the skincare industry.  
 
Primary Target Market Consumption: 
 When asked if Millennials females ages 18-24 if they had purchased cosmetics, 92.7% 
said they have. 15.8% of the survey had purchased Mary Kay in their lives, but only 5.6% have 
purchased MK in the last year. Also, 42.5% of the participants purchase Mary Kay every 3 
months. The familiarity is good, but is not bought as frequently as it needs to be. The group plans 
to increase the consumption among the target market significantly.  

In regard to skincare in general, 80.4% of the survey have and use a facial cleanser every 
week. In regard to Mary Kay as a skincare line, 11% of the survey have purchased Mary Kay’s 
skincare, but not in last year. Only 4.7% have purchased Mary Kay skin care in the last year. In 
comparison to the number of participants who have bought skincare, the Mary Kay skincare 
consumption can have a significant impact through the marketing plan provided by the group.  
 
Secondary Target Market:  
Mary Kay’s secondary target market would be “Big City Blues” who are 30-48, who are not 
college educated, not married, and are part of the work force. They also have lower income and 
live in lower income areas. Nearly seven in ten (67.8 percent) millennial women (aged 16–34) 
are in the workforce, compared with 73.1 percent of their male counterparts.xxviii According to 
census data, about 68% of people 25 and older do not have a bachelor’s degree.xxix In addition, a 
study was conducted by U.S. Labor Department's Bureau of Labor Statistics in 2014 that 
followed young people to age 27. It found that by that age, 72% of respondents did not have 
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bachelor's degrees.xxx Finally, the marriage rate among women born in the 1990s is extremely 
low, with 81% being unmarried; catering perfectly to the secondary target market.xxxi 
 
Characteristics and Traits of Secondary Target Market:  

For the secondary target market Mary Kay should be marketing towards 25-44-year-old 
millennial women that are not college educated, not married, and participate in the work force. 
Based upon the data gathered above, the woman Mary Kay is marketing towards would likely 
have a lower income, based on the lower wages of entry jobs that do not require a college degree. 
Her spare time would likely be spent going out to local establishments and bars due to her single 
status. Women ages 18 to 34 are also the biggest portion of the $13 billion-dollar cosmetics 
market, and they’re more likely to be heavy buyers, meaning they purchase more than 10 types 
of products a year.xxxii These female millennials in the secondary target market will also live in 
the south as the average household in Dallas will spend about 17 percent more — roughly $850 
more per year — on status goods like watches, jewelry, and most importantly, high-end 
makeup.xxxiii 
 
Secondary Target Market Familiarity: 
 In regard to our secondary target market, about 60% of the consumers and sellers for 
Mary Kay currently are 30 years old or older. The secondary target market is familiar with Mary 
Kay and more of the secondary target market have purchased Mary Kay in their lifetime. 42.9% 
have heard of Mary Kay but never purchased it, 50% have heard of Mary Kay but not purchased 
it within the last year, and 7.1% have bought it within the last year. The secondary target market 
is also familiar with the concept of independent beauty consultants, with 63.5% having 
purchased cosmetic products from an IBC in the past. Their familiarity with the product also 
leads to the consumers having preconceived notions about the brand. They think of Mary Kay as 
reliable (only 8.3% think it is unreliable) and honest (100%) as well as outdated (83.3%) and 
boring (91.7%). 
 
Secondary Target Market Consumption:  
 The secondary target market is both familiar with Mary Kay as well as inclined to 
purchase it. 40% have bought Mary Kay skincare and 57.1% have bought Mary Kay cosmetics in 
their lifetime. For those who haven’t used Mary Kay in the last year it has been due to price, a 
lack of convenience, and a general distaste for their products.   
 
Product Positioning: 
 The main drive for the Mary Kay campaign is focused on Millennial girls participating in 
Greek life in southern colleges. Sororities in the south are known for their professional look, that 
includes dressing well, a wide variety of makeup and skincare. The sorority housing would be 
perfect for IBC parties and would encourage the group of Millennial women to purchase the 
product. With 40.2% of people thinking Mary Kay is outdated or old, the new connection to 
sorority life would give Mary Kay a new younger look and resonate with a younger audience. 
Also, with only 38.25% thinking Mary Kay is sociable, the connection to sorority life will bring 
Mary Kay to the party scene. With Mary Kay’s professional look, it would go perfect with any 
sorority occasion, from formal dinners, to parties outside the sorority. In order to reach this group 
and a wide variety of customers, Mary Kay will use multiple social media platforms including 
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Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, and YouTube. Along with this, Mary Kay will create a partnership 
with ABC’s “The Bachelor,” which is popular among both our target and secondary market. 
 
Overall Marketing Strategy:  

The overall strategy of Mary Kay is to connect with the target market of Millennials and 
the secondary market of parents, ages 30 to 48, who would most likely have daughters in 
Generation Z. Mary Kay would follow a direct marketing strategy that would focus mostly 
around the heavy use of social media by Millennials and popular shows to the age demographic. 
Through social media and digital marketing, Mary Kay will use Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat, 
Facebook, and YouTube to spread the slogan/hashtag #you’reonyourway and reach a broad 
audience of Millennials. The use of television is going to be based around the Bachelorette, 
Bachelor, and Bachelor in Paradise, three shows viewed by many Americans and have a large 
Millennial audience. Millennials like to have a personal connection to their product according to 
the survey. The respondents indicated that they were likely to purchase items recommended by 
their friends (83.2%).  

In addition, 60.6% of respondents said that trying and buying cosmetics in a group of 
friends is more fun. This is why the use of IBC parties would be perfect because they get a direct 
relationship with their consultant and will have their friends around to influence their purchasing 
decision. Positioning these parties around sororities would help expand the brand on college 
campuses and the overall Millennial community. The goal of this strategy is to reach a broad 
group of Millennials by focusing on the widely used branches of social media and the well-
known shows, The Bachelor, Bachelorette, and Bachelor in Paradise. With the targeting of 
Millennial girls in sororities, the use of the makeup will spread through sororities, to campuses, 
to eventually the entire age group, expanding Mary Kay’s market. 
 
Marketing Objectives:  
 The marketing objective is to increase sales among Females 18-24 year olds who are 
attending college or/and in southern sororities, or just southern schools in general by 20% --All 
while retaining current consumers. The target market already knows what Mary Kay; however 
they would not purchase it.  
 
Awareness: Mary Kay wants to increase awareness in terms of their “new” Mary Kay. Which 
would be achieved through media and social media. A majority of Millennials use social media 
every day. 98% of 18-24-year-old females have a smartphone. According to the survey 84.4% 
have heard of Mary Kay and 15.6% have never heard of Mary Kay. Even though a majority of 
the people have heard of Mary Kay only 63% said they would not buy it. 40.2% say that Mary 
Kay is outdated.                                     
 
Consideration and Trial: According to the survey, 38.9% of people rely on makeup advice from 
friends and family. 53.3% of people like/want to try makeup before buying it. Using this 
information Mary Kay should be able to increase their sales by 20% among 18-24 year olds by 
making adjustments. 
 

Marketing Tactics 
 
Integrated Marketing Communications Plan 
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Objectives: 
The objectives for the integrated marketing communications include how the customer 

perceives Mary Kay as a brand. The group wants Mary Kay to be perceived as quality makeup 
and skincare brand, selling products for a reasonable price. According to the survey, 80.4% said 
they feel more confident while wearing makeup. The team wants the primary target market to 
feel confident and beautiful while wearing Mary Kay and to Have it all during all times of the 
day.  

According to the survey, only 9% said they feel that keeping up with the latest makeup trends 
is important to her. With our ideal customer, it’s not always about being trendy, but being able to 
love the way she looks and feeling good in her own colors. Natural beauty and having self-
confidence is an important part of the campaign.  

Because social media is so popular among the target market, the group wants to have makeup 
that resembles what Instagram beauty gurus use but at an affordable price. Being able to feel 
good and confident at all times at a good price is key to campaign. With the customer, it is not 
always about looking good just to go out. Being able to use skincare and makeup all the time is 
key, for both everyday life and going out.  
 
Slogan:  

Mary Kay’s current, and past slogan, is “By women for women.” After examining the 
data from the focus group and the responses, 6 out of 8 respondents found that this was a little 
too played out and not engaging enough. In Mary Kay’s slogan, the company should embrace not 
only the self-confidence part of the brand, but the beauty inside and out of a woman. Self-
expression is important within Mary Kay’s brand and should be exemplified throughout the new 
appeal.  

With Mary Kay’s view on empowerment of women and self-confidence, “You’re on 
Your Way” offers a great overview of what Mary Kay is all about: Being strong, confident, and 
independent. The slogan is simple and explains what the company has to offer. It also relates to 
the Have It All campaign with the self-confidence aspects of the slogan.  
 
Campaign Strategy:  

To maintain the interest of the Have It All campaign, the group plans to have a sub-
campaign also. The group plans to incorporate that, “All Natural is oKay” and use this as a 
hashtag on different social media platforms. Within the sub-campaign, the focus is on being all 
natural as in no filters, no makeup, just herself. This will help promote Mary Kay’s skin care 
line. The group wants the target market to feel good in natural skin and not have to put on any 
makeup. Having good, healthy skin and not having to put on makeup some days is what the 
group wants the customer to feel when using Mary Kay skin care products. Both campaigns have 
the same message in that it is about what you think of yourself and having everything you want 
within yourself. The sub-campaign will run for two months in order to stay current. Because skin 
is so important to take care of in the summer, especially with sunburns, the group plans to have 
this sub-campaign to run through the warm months of the year. 
 
Detailed Plan:  
Sales Promotion:  
 The primary target market of Mary Kay is a supporter of a try before you buy strategy for 
cosmetic products; 75.9% responded to the survey that they would be likely to purchase a 
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product if they were able to sample it prior to buying it. In order for Mary Kay's consumers to try 
products prior to their purchase, the secondary target market will be utilized in order to distribute 
the products to the primary target market. When the mother buys her Mary Kay products she will 
receive a free gift with purchase for her daughter. Whether it be a mascara or a new face mask 
the free gift will allow the primary target to try the product before the final purchase. If they like 
the free product it may entice them to buy more. Aside from the gift with purchase another 
promotional strategy is seasonal sales for particular products. New seasonal palettes and products 
are popular amongst Millennial females. Providing discounts for such products may lead 
consumers to purchase gifts for their friends, especially around the holiday season. In a survey, 
61.8% of Millennial females responded that they have purchased cosmetics or skincare as gifts, 
with 82.7% of those gifts being for friends. According to the survey 83.2% of Millennial females 
responded that they are likely to purchase a cosmetic product if their friends recommend them. 
By buying gifts for their friends, 18-24 females are more likely to buy more Mary Kay because 
they value the opinions of those close to them in regard to their cosmetics, therefore if their 
friend likes the gift they will be more likely to purchase the product for themselves.   
 
The Bachelor and Bachelorette TV Show: (Refer to Appendix for scheduling plan) 

The Bachelor and Bachelorette are two of the most popular shows in America. Millions 
of people watch the show every Monday night and religiously follow the drama that continues 
through the show. According to Forbes data, during the season finale in August of 2016 on the 
Bachelorette, 8.6 million viewers ages 18-39 tuned in to watch it. The previous season finale of 
the Bachelor in March of 2016 had 9.5 million viewers ages 18-39. xxxiv The group thought that 
these shows would be great to advertise Mary Kay and the Have It All Campaign on. Having 
watch parties with IBCs could be a great opportunity for both IBCs and consumers to create 
relationships with each other and be able to buy makeup when with their friends. Having these 
watch parties, especially at colleges, could be a great way to interact with each other. Also, at the 
end of each show, Mary Kay could promote and sponsor a voting poll on Twitter asking users 
who they think will be eliminated the following week. This not only gives positive press to The 
Bachelor and Bachelorette as a TV show, but gets Mary Kay known among 18-24-year-old 
females. This part of the plan will more so get the name of Mary Kay out to our primary target 
market and promoting the campaign while doing so. 

Another part of the Bachelor and Bachelorette that could be incorporated with Mary Kay 
would be using Snapchat as a part of this. Snapchat has over 100 million users daily, with 70% 
female. 30% of US Millennial internet users use snapchat regularly and for 40 minutes on an 
average every day. One of the major statistics about Snapchat is that 45% of users are aged 18-
24.  xxxv. Because Snapchat is so popular among Millennials, the group agrees that incorporating 
Snapchat with the Bachelor and Bachelorette, especially with Millennials using it often during 
the show, would be a great opportunity for Mary Kay. During episodes of shows, TV series’ will 
add ‘Geotags’ to Snapchat to promote the final episode, incorporating both the TV series and 
slogan of Mary Kay.  
 
Instagram and Twitter: 

Using Instagram and Twitter, Mary Kay could capitalize on this opportunity to do some 
advertising without any costs on it. 59% of all 18-29 year olds use Instagram, while 31% of 
women regularly like, post, and comment on Instagram posts. In regard to Twitter, 24% of 18-
29-year-olds use Twitter daily. By using hashtags such as #you’reonyourway, #AllNaturalisoK, 
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and #haveitall, Mary Kay could create global buzz with this. Posting pictures of all natural skin 
and makeup could be a great opportunity for Mary Kay to capitalize on the use of social media 
today. Also, using advertisements on Instagram that appear on user’s feeds would be a great way 
to reach the users who don't follow Mary Kay, or have not heard of it before This would not only 
spread the hashtags and campaign, but the overall concept of Mary Kay as well.  

In regard to Instagram, the team believes Instagram would also incorporate techniques 
being used for Facebook also. Posting quick makeup tutorials every week would be a great way 
to connect with the target market. Seeing someone, even IBCs, put on the makeup and having it 
look is a strong incentive to buy the makeup as the customer sees how good the makeup looks. 
Also, posting skincare tips and how to use the skincare products is important to use. Having the 
target market see how the skincare is used can be very useful and show the all-natural glow and 
confidence that Mary Kay has to offer within their products. 
 
Facebook:  

Among millennials, Facebook is still one of the top social media sites. 82% of 18-29 year 
olds use Facebook online. xxxvi So, using that information, Mary Kay would consistently post 
quick makeup tips or tutorials every week. This is to help consumers feel more confident in how 
they use their makeup. This also gives consumers who are unfamiliar with IBCs, a chance to get 
a glimpse of what they do. This way they can see if they would like to have an IBC themselves.  

In regard to our secondary target market, 79% of 30 to 49-year-olds online in the U.S. use 
Facebook. xxxvii Having the secondary target market see the tips and tutorials is important because 
mothers of Millennials have an influence on the purchases their daughters make with 35.9% of 
participants in the survey willing to use Mary Kay if the mother used it. Showing 
 
YouTube: 

YouTube is home to thousands of self-proclaimed “Beauty Gurus” whose videos are 
popular among Millennials. 31% of Millennials are using YouTube. Mary Kay would be able to 
sponsor the top Guru, Zoella, with Mary Kay products to encourage viewers to buy Mary Kay. 
Along with the sponsorships, Mary Kay can run ads before videos related to beauty or fashion, to 
influence the target market of Millennials who are most likely to watch these videos at least once 
every two weeks.   
 
Pinterest:  

Pinterest is one of the most popular social networks today. 36% of 18-29 year olds on 
social media use Pinterest and 49% of females use it. 80 percent of millennials say Pinterest 
helps them find things they want to buy. 72 percent of Millennials use the visual pin board to 
connect with the brands they love. 71 percent of Millennials turn to the platform for 
recommendations on what to buy. xxxviiiAccording to the focus group conducted, 100% of the 
females use Pinterest frequently. This would be a great place to promote not only Mary Kay’s 
makeup line, but their skincare also every week. Showing all natural pictures of Mary Kay 
models ties in with our #AllNaturalisoKay Public Relations plan. Showing 18-24-year-old 
females that being all natural is ok and having great skin is a key part to our campaign and can 
help promote not only the confidence aspect of the campaign, but the affordable, quality products 
Mary Kay has to offer. Being confident in your own skin and being able to have it all while using 
Mary Kay can be exemplified through the high-quality pictures Mary Kay would post on 
Pinterest.   
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Public Relations Plan: 
 
#AllNaturalisoKay Hashtag: 

The team decided to incorporate a hashtag into our Public Relations plan for a period of 
time. For approximately two months, the group wants to incorporate the hashtag, 
#AllNaturalisoKay on both Instagram and Twitter. This will happen for two months in order for 
it to be current and be popular for an amount of time. The team will want our primary target 
market to post pictures on Instagram, as well as Mary Kay posting pictures, showing females 
with no makeup on. This is happening in order to promote our skincare line. Skincare is 
important to female millennials, especially with pressure from society. The team wants to let 
consumers know that using Mary Kay skincare products will let you have what you want in 
yourself and make you feel confident about yourself. Beauty and confidence within is more 
important to Mary Kay than anything else and as a team, this hashtag describes this perfectly.  
 

Metrics 
Sales and Budget: 
 After calculating the total impressions for all of our media uses and incorporating each of 
their costs, the total advertising cost amounts to $7,201,900. The cost might vary due to the final 
settlement price Mary Kay and ABC decide on with their partnership. 
 Each year, it is estimated that the campaign will bring 41,680 new customers which will 
result in a profit of $10,476,150 in 4 years. When calculating the return on investments, the final 
result is 45%. 
 
Measuring Awareness: 

As previously stated the target market is already aware of Mary Kay. So, awareness is not 
an issue. The issue is the perception people have of Mary Kay. The target market believes Mary 
Kay is outdated. In order to mark the progress of breaking out of that box, social media would be 
used as a measure. As research shows, a majority of the target market are on social media. If 
social media followers increase that is an indication that the target market is following the 
change of Mary Kay and their perception is actively changing.   
 
Measuring Trial and Consideration: 
 Measuring Trial and Consideration should be measured by number of new consumers 
specifically from the target market. By identifying how many new 18-24-year-old female 
consumers, there are means the strategy is working. An increase in sales correlates does not 
directly correlate to new customers. That is why it has to be measured by new customers not just 
sales. The sales growth in 5 years should be compared to the expected sales growth in terms of 
success. 
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Appendix 
IMC Plan Timeline: 
 
The Bachelor and Bachelorette: 

 
 
 
Social Media Platforms: 
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IMC Budget:  
 

Social Media  Impressions Per 
Media 

Cost Per Media Total Cost per 
Media 

 

Bachelor/Bachelorette Partnership 8,100,000 - $4,000,000 Per 
Year 

 

Bachelor/Bachelorette Snapchat 
Filter 

6,500,000 - $400,000 Per 
Year 

 

Facebook 10,000,000 $7.19 per 
thousand views 

$71,900 
 

YouTube (Makeup Tutorials) 1,500,000 9 Cents per 1 
View 

$135,000 Per 
Video 

 

Pinterest 4,000,000 $.17 Per 
Impression 

$680,000 
 

Instagram Ad 150,000,000 $50,000 $1,200,000 
 

Twitter - - - 
 

Sales Promotion (Seasonal Sales) - - - 
 

Sales Promotion (Gift with Purchase, 
spends $250 on cosmetics a year) 

40,000 $15 Per 
Impression  

$715,000 
 

TOTAL MROI    45% 
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Sales Forecast: 
Yearly Projections: 
 
 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5  
Percentage Increase 
in Sales 

7% 10% 13% 15% 16% 

 
 
 
Ads:  
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Venn Diagram: 
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Graphs: 
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